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-r~~~iftft~, ·~fi'l~; -$ft·f~Q Budget board submit_s activities increase, ; 
I I 1 I 1 11 the board was still working with Inter-Club council, WWSU, lectures and artists. v.?,:;,,:::;::/ . 1 \ • !~ :I l ~'-...:....."""-... Guardian and Nexus budgets. University Center Board, Inter-Club council had an 
~_h ]q A ~<>Q A major portion of the Forensics, and Ombudser. approved budget of $6,565 as 
increase is due to a change in the The University Center Board compared to- $4,900 for this 
.... ~ financing of work study students an approved budget for the Bastien the- had year. said $1,600 
~~  in the budgets In previous years next year of $30,023 as differenc~ was misleading. She ~  ·. _· .. student organiz~tions listed onl; compared to $16,265 for this said the secretaries were being~0 ~~ 20 percent of the salary year. said budgeted at 20 percent of theirfor Bastien they almost 
- ~ work study students. This year, regular A' . ~~' -- .. · doubled their personnel. wages. inore 
~~ , ,_ , the budgets cover the full 100 "Like the secretary for Liz comparable figure was $5,932 
'£,,. percent. "A lot of it is pure Dixon (Director of Univer- for this year, accounting for 
~ ,_~V;) paper increase," Bastien said. sity Center) used to do 100% of the sec!etaries' salaries. 
~ ~~ She also said unavoidable costs all the secretarial stuff for the The Ombudser had an 
by Bob Zeid Q-'7 ~ like phone rates and paper costs UCB. Now, they're just paying approved budget of $10,321 as 
The student activities budget Pat Bastien , chairer of the had gone up too. her out of this budget. " Bastien compared to last year's $8,080. 
submitted to the university adds Budget board said the total The Budget board reviewed, also said the UCB is budgeted Ombudser Paul Phil1ips said at 
up to a 30% increase over this figure, about $110,000, was besides their own budget, the for increased programming, art the budget review that the titles 





by Susan Opt 
Wright State is soon to go "on 
the air," along with Miami 
University and Central State, 
after forming a consortium to 
operate WMUB Channel 14 in 
Oxford and WO ET Channel 1 6 
in Dayton. 
.., . - "We expected to go into 

Few people Like the "K" parking lot this time of year. But these frisky pups think it's a dog-gone nice place. [Jeff Hiles photo] operation last fall, then Jan 1 

and now we're hoping · by late 

spring or summer ," said Dr Clair 

Tettemer, WSU's Director of 
Telecommunications. 
by Samu el La th am In the past "they didn't have a "We have plans to broaden the better place students. It's "Most of the equipment fort he 
Wright Station manager promises improvements 
for 

Wright Station has been a manager on the floor." Now we menu." what we've done before t-hat's TV station is in or else has been 

major Wright State topic in the 
 always have a manager on the Wrenn has added a hot ham discouraging." "I've looked at on order." 

past few months due to floqr," he added. and cheese sandwich to the back reports and we haven't A look about the Media center 

complaints about its alleged slow Wrenn also agrees with the 
 menu. been making any money," found TV cameras, monitors. 

se rvice . bad food and students on their dislike for the "I also want to get ice crea~ Wrenn claims. "I'd like to build control panels and such 

uncleanliness. Vic Wrenn was decor of Wright Station. and yogurt down here." "I'll try a relationship between the scattered around. 

given the fob of managing "It's bald, it's empty, it's not anything," said Wrenn. students and myself. I would "Unfortunately. some of the 

Wright Station two weeks ago comfortable. l would like to see "Students want the best for like to hear from them besides equipment on order are key 

after his predecessor was fired. a jukebox in here. I would like their money. I want to meet the newspaper. I'm free-minded pieces needed." sai d Tettemer, 

Wrenn agrees with most of the to have these booths over next them halfway. We're going to do lo suggestions to better serve gesturing to a few blank spaces 

students' complaints about poor to the walls." it step by step. I'm trying to anybody," said Wrenn. in the control panels. 

management and service. Since last week a service bar make this a better place for our [continued on page 7] The Media center <'Onta.ns two 

"I've been in the food business was added by Wren. employees so they can make it a TV studios, one for black and 

fi~e years, Burger Chefs and white and one for color filming, 

Pizza Huts mostly," ·explained plus the equipment to produce
Liquor drenches the college sceneWrenn of his fast food and broadcast a show. 
experience. _ by John Ghrist According to Tettemer. "much 

"One of t he biggest problems (CPS)-With a downturn in the use of drugs of the programming ·will 

here was the employees were generate
like LSD, amphetamines and even marijuana, from activities 
running things. They (the happening around Wright State."many young people across the nation have 

employees) didn 't ·care before returned to another drug that was number one all For example, if the Bolinga 

because the management didn't Center has a guest speaker in to
along: alcohol. 

~are," Wrenn observed. "What . And what's more, many of them are getting lecture it can be broadcast to the 

hey needed was a little guidance 
 farther into the liquid drug than they ever did surrounding community and 

and management and now 
 with other drugs. The result is a serious and they don't have to come out 

they're do ing a lot better," he 
 · growing problem of young alcoholics. here to hear him, explained
added. The department of Health, Education and Tettemer. ' Even in the short time he has Welfare (HEW) released a report last summer The station will function as a 

been here, Wrenn has made showing that one out of every 20 college public service, providing

~~ral changes affecting service. students is a problem drinker. Of all the students continuing education, 

Nobod y takes breaks surveyed, the 18 to 21-year-old age bracket had information to the communitybetwWh een 11 am and 1 pm. the highest percentage of problem drinkers, and allowing for more 

enever a line backs up followed by the 21 to 24-year-old group. interaction between Wright State
everyone comes out " explained "There is an alarming switch (among students) and the public and otherWrenn "W . ' La · e time our customers. from drugs to alcohol-the parents' choice of universities . 

.st Week the longest was six drug," said Thomas Berquist of the National Wright State will be connected 

rnhinutes. Today it was four and a Clearinghouse for Alcoholic Information. to a state-run two-way

alf minutes " 
 "College students think they're indestructible," microwave network connecting

. "We. have two people out there 
 he added. with other universities in the 

~the daytime to clean it up. The new popularity of alcohol can be traced to state, Tettemer said. 

ey only had one before." 
 [Continued on page 31 LContinued on page 2 l 
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monclay, february 24 Budget board asks 30 per cent increaseexperimental art gallery-creative arts center, 8-10 pm. 
sculpture exhibit by chris hayman, wsu art technical advisor [Continued from p 1]Cl) opens the experimental art gallery. reception for the artist f o r two secretaries were 
~ in the commons runs concurrently. open to th~ public. misnomers. He said the'1JJ exhibit runs through friday. Ombudser Office didn't have ,.-.. biomedical engineering seminar-12 noon, 108 fawcett. enough clerical work to warrant -...... "analysis of coronary blood flow by impedance methods," a secretary and the 'secretaries'• ......... dr edward krause, ud research institute. 
 were assisting in the caseload. It,.-.. the way campus fellowship- 8: 30-9: 00 am, 117 millett . also was decided (by the board) to-...... friday same time, tuesday , thursday 11:15-11 :45, 242 eliminate the posit ion ofCl,) fawcett. wednesday 8: 30-9:00 am 117 millett for grads of secretary and reclassify them aspower for abundant living class only. assistant ombudsers. Phillips~ bolinga lecture series- 1:00 pm , 101 fawcett. " the right to no w has fou r a ss is tant ~ read," dr ru th love holloway, director right to read ombudsers. Bastien said t he Cl_ program, us office of education. 
increase in their budget was duescuba clu b-6: 00 pm , 168 pe building. regular meeting. 
mostly to wage increases for the~ university center board-10 am-4 pm, next to candy 
two promotions.-..,..... counter, university center . best of ernie kovacs-ucb video WWSU had an approved -..a.... tape. co ntinuous showings, also on tuesday. budget of $6,798 over last year'swednesday, february 26 figure of $2,185. The 300women's action collective-3:00 pm, info desk area, allyn percent increase is due to costshall. planning meeting for wsu's women's center. open to all of new equipment if WWSU goesinterested parties. 
on the air. The Budget board iswsu campus ministry-3: 00, campus ministry center. bible picking up a $500 (maximum)study conducted by earl synan, wsu protestant minister. tab for a frequency search andwsu campus ministry- 12:10, campus ministry center. feasability study for WWSU's 10roman catholic mass celebrated by fr mike reaume. watt educational frequency .Cl) thursday, february 27 Bastien said she felt WWSUspanish club-2-4 pm, 118 millett. regular meeting.· would get their frequency but:::::S university center board-12:45 pm, upper hearth lounge. the money for the equipmentucb lecture, "student rights," dr charles hartman. has been placed in a specialQ. wsu campus ministry-12: 35 , campus ministry center. fund, accessible to WWSU for roman catholic mass conducted by fr mike reaume. only purchasing equipment. She ~ friday, february 28 said the costs for the new~ chemistry dept-3: 30 pm, 132 oelman. "kinetic studies on equipment would be budgetedn.. oxygen-carrying fridium(l) complexes," dr loomis s chen, over the next two years, at the'- '-" wsu. preceeded by coffee and cookies. least.r , artist and lecture series-8: 00 pm, concert hall, creative arts The budgets of Nexus and'-J center. eastman quartet. open to public without charge. Guardian are still being workedsaturday, march 1 on. Nexus gave an initial requestchamber music concert-8: 00 pm, concert hall , creative arts of $8,085, which includedcenter. dr richard benedum, organist. 
profits from sales of $1000.sunday, march 2 Bastien said they were workinguniversity center board-6:30 & 8:30 pm, oelman with internal differences on howauditorium. ucb cinema, johnny got his gun. admission 70 to present the budget. She saidcents. 
the board was working on anwsu campus ministry-10 pm, residence hall recreation room, idea of attaching the profits as aroman catholic mass. 
percentage of their stipends. "I 
Love tap. 

From one beer lover to another. 
think it would provide good organizations who overrun their 
· incentive if sales are lagging and budget or run into unexpected 
if sales are good , all the better." costs. Bastien said in cases of 
Bastien said the Guardian 's fast funding for activities that 
budget was a very 'iffy' can't wait (speakers passing 
situation. The initial request was through town) until the weekly 
for $ 42 ,000 (doesn't include board meeting, there will be an 
income of $16,000). Bastien said executive committee of two 
while the Guardia n has t he members (not named yet) who 
largest income of all the student will have $ 250 at their disposal, 
organizat ions it also has the Bastien said the Board wasn't 
largest operating budget . The given any 'target figure' or 
next largest budget is UCB at ceili ng by any administrator. 
$30,0 23. Bastien said the administration 
The Forensics team got an hadn't said anything about a 
approved budget of $2,125 over ' target figure' or ceiling on 
this year's figure of $1,750. The student orga nizations and theu 
Forensic squad includes debating budgets. She said the board 
but al so some speech doesn't cut budgets just to cut 
competition and dramatic down on spending but often to 
readings. cut out extraneous funding that 
The Budget board 'gave detracts from the total 
themselves' a budget of $10,000. presentation. "When I take thIB 
The board members are not paid into the executive wing I haveto 
so the money is used as a know where every penny goes," 
descretionary fund for other she said. 
wsu TV debuts soon 

[Continued from page 1] f ea tu red between regular 
Using this network, Wright programs on Channel 16 to 
State can exchange programs promote the station. 
with such Universities as Kent "The drive is kind 
State, Bowling Green, Ohio community parti ci pation 
State, and Toledo. activity," he said. The members 
Groups of studei;its from the will receive program guides ano 
various universities can hold other items relating to the 
video discussions via the station. 
two-way Microwave system, The money raised will go to 
Tettemer pointed out. the Consortium to help finance 
"There is a state medical the operation of the station. T~ 
network too, that Wright State membership drives will be ain~ 
will be tied in with for March 7 through 1 7, from about 
educational programs," he 6 or 7 to midnight. "At leas/." 
added. "And eventually the TV said Tettemer , "it's a start!'' 
station will be hooked up to the 
cable systems such as Fairborn." Bathtub bops man 
Tettemer said, "We hope to BUFFALO, NY (UPI)- Samue, 
have four to six hours of Partee, 47, of Buffalo, w~ 
programming per week. That walking along · a street Frida) 
doesn't seem like much but when a bathtub fell on him 
when you consider costs, it's grazing his head and crushin! 
quite a bit." three toes on his left foot. Parll't 
"The first live programs will be was hospitalized in fail 
Channel 16 membership drives. condition. 
This will originate from a Police said the tub 
temporary studio set up in the dropped by accident from the 
basement of Fawcett," he said. second floor of a building b) 
Special guests like TV and looters who were trying to steru 
radio personalities will be it. 
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Drinking at corleges number one drug probkm thinking about it? 10) Do you 
[Continued from page 1] 
a number of factors. Primarily, 
young people have found that 
drugs like marijuana and LSD 
carry l egal dangers , are 
disapproved of by most of their 
families and are often harder to 
get than alcohol. By switching to 
beer, wine or spirits one can find 
just as good a high that's easy to 
get and carries fewer risks. 
There have been other reasons, 
too. Increasing pressures and a 
deterioration in the quality of 
life have driven many to seek 
something that relaxes them and 
makes them feel good . Alcohol 
as a drug has also come back 
into vogue because it has a 
different effect t han some <;>th er 
drug s. As one California 
fratern ity man put it, " booze 
gets you rowdier than pot." 
Stemming the Tide 
Whatever the reasons, alcohol 
use has continued to grow. At a 
numb er o f colleges, 
administrators have beco me 
aware of the need to help deal 
with the problem. 
At Indiana University, a 1973 
survey of students found that 
almost 90% admitted to using 
alcohol as a recreational drug, 
apd last fall administrators in 
charge of dormitories noticed 
"what seemed to be an 
overwhelming increase in alcohol 
use. It just seemed to be lhe 
mode of behavior to get yourself 
wrecked on booze." 
Last month, the university 
\aunched a task force on alcohol 
ed u ca tion to develop an 
edurnt1onal package about the 
drug for use on campus. One of 
the first in the country, the 
group has found that most 
alcohol educational material is 
aimed at older dr inkers. 
In addition, IU boasts the first 
college campus chapter of 
Alcoholics Anonymous. Since its 
organization last fall, AA has set 
up weekly meetings and a 
24-hour hotline. The group 
presently has only six to eight 
members who attend regularly ' 
but the hotline has received 
many inquiries from people 
worried about the amount of 
alcohol they are consuming. 
Finally, the university has 
stopped requiring that its 
resident assistants report for 
disciplinary action any student 
drinking in the dormitories. 
Rather than turning in friends 
who were engaged in a very 
common activity, many RAs 
took no action at all. Now, 
disciplinary action takes a back 
seat to counselling and R As are 
empowered to tak e certa in 
perso nal actio ns if they feel 
someone is overusing alcohol. 
At UCLA, a program has been 
est abli s h ed called Student 
Healt h Advocates. T he student 
advocates are trained to deal 
wit h minor heal t h problems. 
They do counsel! ing, dispense 
aspirin and cough medic ine, and 
enco urage those wit h alcohol 
problems to seek help from the 
Student Health Service, which 
has been working with Dr Karl . 
Ullis, an expert in adolescent 
alcoholism. 
"Traditional behavior like the 
return to fraternity and sorority 
life is the mode for everyone 
across the country 
and ... alcohol use is obviously 
very traditional," he noted. 
At San Jose City College in 
California, community worker 
Angela Walsh persuaded college 
officials to sponsor a se'minar on 
alcoholism for half a credit. She 
pointed out that a big problem 
for alcoholics is social attitudes. 
Often those around the alcoholic 
ignore the pro blem or pretend 
that he is not responsible for his 
own actio ns. At colleges, t here 
Make a Record 

on Karbro Recordings 

Best Sounds for less 
$350.00 per thousand 45/rpm 
studio t ime included 
Hear the Bluegrass Special 
on Karbro Recordings 
See Them at the- Dry Dock Louoge 
Town & Country Shopping Center 
Call Joe Karns 878-9711 
·Abortion lnforma tion Service 
VERY CLOSE TO AREA 
Assisting l to 24 Week Pregnancy 





will be made with no hassel 

Starting at $125. 00 
For your convenience open even on Sunday morning 
CALL COLLECT - 24 HOUR SERVICE 
216-631-1557 

may actually be social pressure 
encouraging alcohol abuse. 
At most schools there are 
simply no facilities to help a 
young alcoholic. Rules against 
alcohol use on campus make 
school emplo y ees 
unapproachable for fear of 
disciplinar y action and 
infirmaries and health centers 
are often ill-equipped to handle 
more than the simplest health 
problem. Administrators have 
barely begun to wake up to the 
problem. 
Evolution of a Drunk 
According t o treat ment 
experts, there are two stages in 
the development of alcoholism. 
The first is psychological : a 
preoccupation wit h liquor , a 
personality change, gulping or 
doubling drinks and an increase 
i n tolerance. T he second, 
physical stage occurs when the 
disease has progressed over a 
period of t ime. Sy mptoms can 
include blackouts, ulcers and 
liver or kidney damage. 
For those who suspect they 
may be slipping into an alco hol 
problem, the National Institute 
on Alcohol Abuse and 
Alcoholism has a ten question 
test: 
1) Do you think and talk 
about drinking often? 2) Do you 
drink more than you used to? 3) 
Do you sometimes gulp drinks? 
4) Do you often take a drink to 
help you relax? 5) Do you drink 
when you are alone? 6) Do you 
sometimes forget what happened 
while you were drinking? 7) Do 
you keep a bottle hidden 
somewhere for quick 
pick-me-ups? 8) Do you need a 
drink to have fun? 9) Do you 
ever start drinking withou t really 
drink in the morning to relieve a 
hangover? 
A "yes" answer to four or 
more questions "may ind icate 
you have a drinking problem," 
the Institute has advised. 
For those with a drinking 
problem, Alcoholics Anonymous 
is still the best road to travel in 
many parts of the country , 
particularly in non-urban areas. 
AA can be contacted without 
obligation for information on 
symptoms and treatment of 
alcoholism. 
" M orning-after" pill approved 
WAS HINGTON (UPI )- The 
Food and Drug Administration 
has approved a " morning after" 
birth co ntrol pill , but limited its 
use to rape, incest o r other 
emergencies to be determined 
between a doctor and patient. 
The pill is composed of the 
synthetic hormo ne DES, a 
substance already linked to 
cancer in some cases. 
T he FDA said it believes the 
drug is effective in 25 milligram 
doses if taken .from one to two 
days after sexual intercourse. It 
believes doses of this size, used 
for emergency purposes. would 
not be a healt h hazard . 
T he pill will be pac kaged with 
an insert to be given to the 
patient which says: 
"You sho uld use t his dru g 
only u nder t he direction of a 
physician. This treatment is for 
emergencies only and should not 
be used repeatedly. If you fin d it 
necessary to use th is t reatment 
more than once, you should 
consult with your physician to 
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Most WSU students, including us until re­
cently, don't know that the roads and thor­
oughfares on the WSU campus have names.
For instance, the road to Kauffman is cal­
led North Main Drive; its artery to the Uni­
versity Center is called South Main Drive,
and the access to the library is called Me­
dia Drive.
Well, we think the naming of roads is o­
kay, but what is needed is names with a more
WSU flavor; like renaming the streets after Bermuda Schwartz
past WSU presidents, administrators and fa­
culty.
For example, a street could be named Words are merely words
"Street of Golding" after WSU' s first presi­

dent, or "Fred White Way" after its second by Nathan Schwartz that they may find the material lesson to be learned from the

top executive. The Federal Communications offensive. questionable material? And if
Furthermore, streets could be named after 
commission, the quasi-judicial In taking a close look at the the child gets the message, isn't
governmentpresent administrators; "Spiege-1 Strasse", 
agency that rules FCC ruling, certain the material, by the FCC's 
1 'Pollock Place", "Koch Korner" or "Rue de 
the airways, have finally settled inconsistencies begin to em~rge. criteria, only indecent and not
Mohr". Even faculty members would be invi­
the question of what is obscene. First, what does "appealing to obscene • an~ ther e fore
But they didn't stop there. They prurient interests" mean? acceptable for airplay ifgorating, like "Piediscalzi Path" or "El 	 also decided what is indecent. 
the
Basically, jt means that the audience is warned that theyCamino Whissen". That's right, firends and material, when viewed or may find the material offensive?Possibly names with humor would be appro­ neighbors, there's a difference. listened to by a normal , healthy And if the child doesn't have apriate. The access to the Newman Center But before we get into that, adult with normal sex drives, normal healthy adult mind and
COl.lld be "Path of Righteousness" or the road let's review how this would make said adult horny. normal sex drives, how can
to 'C' lot, "No Parking Place", maybe even monumental ruling came about. No more, no less. This she/he have prurient interests to
"Guardian Gardens". In October of 1973, WBAI-FM interpretation is one held by the appeal to?
in New York city played a Supreme Court. I didn't make it Wha~ possible lesson could be
recording of a George Carlin up (~hough I'll admit, I learned from George Carlin using
monologue on a n9on-hour paraphrased it a bit). "that kind of language?"Simple yes or no program called "Lunchpail." Let's again look at the FCC The lesson is that those words,
This in itself is a relatively ruling. Obscene language can those "seven words you canThe student activities budget for next innocent act. George Carlin has make a normal adult horny but never say on television," those
year submitted by the budget board should be some very funny material that is indecent language is obscene words that started the wheels of
approved as it stands. full of social comment and language with redeeming social the beaurocracy moving to gri nd
The budget board has done a thorough job appealing to the general public value. It may get you horny, but · out the aforementioned
in reviewing the proposed budget; and we have 
without being offensive to too there is a value to the message self-contradicting ruling, are just
many people. The station didn't that transcends the dirty stuff words: They don't hurt, theyno qualms about Pat . Bastien, board chairer,
justifying 'every penny' when she takes the 	
play the "harmless" material and makes it acceptable. Unless don't even offend. People are
though. They played a children are listening, in which hurtbudget to the executive wing. 	 monologue that depicted 
by them and people are
case the indecent language offended by them, but that isThe GUARDIAN hopes we won't be hearing the "&;exual and excretory activities becomes obsecene because the the fault of their attitudes. Notold, tired arguments about 'how much the bud- and organs in a manner patently kids aren't mature enough to th.e words. The' . 	 Carlinget went up last year' or 'we have to hold offensive by contemporary separate the smut from the monologue said our attitudes are
the line on cost' that have bounced around community standards for the intrinsic value. unhealthy. The Carli n
before. 	 broadcast medium; and the If the child cannot see the monologue said there is no
words were broadcast at a time redeeming social value, and theIn the case of last year's increase, it 	 reason to restrict our languagechildren were undoubtedly in stuff is just plain obscene, it because whenboils down to the old game of 'compared to 	 you restrict
what'. 	 the audience." must appeal to their prurient language, you restrictIf we have to, we can point out how Needless to say, the FCC interest. This means that the kid communication.last year was the first rise after three received complaints .and they is mature enough to have a Nothing indecent aboutyears of decline, or how other areas (par­ made a decision based on the normal . healthy adult mind and communication.ticularly intercollegiate athletics) grew 	 complaints and a listening of the she/he has normal sex drives. (Editor's note: Nathanby leaps and bound~ while activities starved: monologue. The commissioners Now the question arises, if the Schwartz, the author ofIn the case- of costs, inflation has hit decided the material was child has a normal adult mind Bermuda Schwartz, is not athese organizations as much as anyone. Bud­ "indecent and prohibited" by and normal sex drives, isn't the Jewish tailor, but a reporter forget board has done its job this year in sub­	 federal law. child mature enough to see the the Guardian.)
jecting these budgets to as tough a review Notice that the word used to
describe the Carlin material is editor ....... .. .. .. . : ............. . ..... tom snyderas any budget at WSU, (tougher than most). "indecent," not "obscene." As I managing editor ......... . ............ .franli salsburg
Now it is up to executive vice-president An­ said, there is a difference. associate editor ......................... . gary floyd
drew Spiegel to lay it on the line and tell "Obscene" language appeals to ad manager .......... ...... ............ ... ted hoy
us if he feels student activities at WSU ''prurient interests" and business manager ....................... spring white
should grow, if they count. No bullshit indecent language does not. assistant business manager.............................ann klar_quist

please, just a simple yes or no. What then is indecent news.editor · . ........................... gail snyder

language? sports editor .......................... .daue stickel

Judging from the rest of the wire editor ............................ fred steuens

FCC ruling, "indecent" language circulation manager ... .... ........... ... . sam Tatham

is obscene language that can be secretary ............................ jenice boykin

redeemed by a claim that it has 
 staff . .... tracey jayne thompson, bob zeid, ramonia knox.
"literary, artistic, political, or sue opt, nathan schwartz, vickie hodson, conniescientific value." buchenroth, michael graham, richard a vorpe, libby keller,
The ruling also stated that if julie clark
children were listening, the layout staff ...... terry st john, amy deisher, bill licklide1indecent material could not be photograhers ...........· .... jeff hiles, charles williams,so redeemed. Also, indecent alien wilganowski
language could be broadcast if artists . .... herman thompson, marty roelandt, sam lathantchildren would not likely be news services ......... united press international, collegl
listening and adults were warned press service, conservation news, wsu communications 
I 
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The oppression of women isBlack, women's movements betray themselves part and parcel of the oppression 
of all mankind. Therefore, it is 
(Editor's note: This issue's 
Wright Statement was written by 
Robert Trox ell, a sophomore at 
WSU.) 
by Robert Troxell 
During my two years at Wright 
state I have frequently been 
exposed to what might be 
termed the "Popular Liberal 
Front." This phenomenon is 
nothing more than an arbitrary 
collection of beliefs and values 
promoted by the more aggressive 
elements of the student and 
faculty populations. 
Characteristics of the PLF are its 
anti-status quo rhetoric, the 
forceful and self-righteous 
wording or its propaganda, and 
the emotional element, which 
may readily be observed if one 
were to question orie of its 
To the edi_tor: 
I would like to congratulate 
the Guardian for making the 
FBI's mandc,ttory reading list , 
according to last Wednesday's 
Dayton Daily News. 
Since I'm too lazy to look up 
the local bureau's phone 
number, I would like to 
announc e that I have 
incontrovertible evidence linking 
the Symbionese Liberation 
Army with the Xenia tornado 
disaster. 
Finally, I have begun to notice 
my officemate bears somewhat 
d a resemblance to Patti Hearst , 
despite the fact my officemate is 
four inches shorter, 20 pounds 
lighter and has the wrong color 
eyes. 
Yo urs in 1984 , 
Wa yne Wenning 
Grad S tudent , History 
To the editor: 
This letter is in regards to the 
Women, still earn les." 

proponents. My purpose in 
writing this article is to challenge 
the beast, and by so doing to 
promote the free-thinking which 
it falsely advertises as its 
objective. To undertake such a 
task, it is my opinion that it is 
first necessary to divide and 
analyze its component parts. 
Two such examples: 
PLF(l) states that promotion 
of black equality is dependent 
upon reverse discrimination; that 
without job quotas, exclusively 
black organizations, institutions, 
and periodicals, and an official 
assignment of guilt upon the 
white populace, the black 
population of this University 
and of the whole of society will 
be unable to rejuvenate from the 
injustices of the past . 
clown who wrote the letter 
about Arby's "Processed Crap." 
A 11 the Arby's in the 
Dayton-Fairborn area use only 
boneless top (inside) rounds of 
the highest quality . To my 
knowledge there are no 
chemicals added to "tenderize" 
it. In other words, it is the same 
(probably better) than anything 
you can buy in the supermarket . 
We at Arby's think that before 
anyone slanders the good name 
of a company, he should know 
exactly what he is talking about. 
Jerry Henn 
Manager 
Arby 's Roast Beef 
Fairborn, Ohio 
Such a value statement is the 
justification for the existence of 
such entities as the Black 
Policeman's association, JET, 
the leading black publication, 
the Bolinga center at WSU, Soul 
Train , and WDAO, which despite 
anti-discrimination laws 
maintains an all-black DJ crew. 
Justification is also thus given 
for discriminatory practices, 
particularly in civil service 
occupations and professions, and 
-for preferential treatment 
afforded blacks by our medical 
and law schools. 
Obviously, the problem which 
I am delineating is not that 
blacks per se are the profiteers 
of this attention, but that 
division is along racial lines, the 
individual is no longer 
participating by virtue of his or 
her ability, but rather by virtue 
of skin color. 
Logically analyzed, the black 
man and woman may only profit 
in the long haul by earning the 
respect of their white associates. 
This can only occur by mutual 
and equal participation, not by 
factioning and preferential 
treatment. 
The jnappropriateness of the 
current circumstances could be 
more generally appreciated if 
one were to consider all the 
groups which could demand 
such treatment in lieu of their 
minority status: Italians, Greeks, 
Spaniards, Algerians, Czechs, 
Hungarians , Argentinians, 
Iri s hmen , carried to the 
ultimate , the Institution of Me. 
The whole process could be 
simplified by committing 
ourselves to fighting 
discrimination levied against 
anyone and not be concerned 
with reimbursements for past 
injustices. 'Nuff said. 
PLF(2) states that the 
ascendency of women to their 
rightful position of equal 
participation is necessarily 
dependent upon women having 
their own (again exclusive) 
organizations. Moreover, the 
cause of women's oppression is 
the male animal (pig, if you 
will), and it is his fault that 
reverse discrimination as 
compensation is necessary. 
Some adherents to this line, 
(CPS) -Despite growing 
pressure for equal pay, women 
faculty members still earn about 
14% less than their male 
counterparts at the nation's 
colleges and universities, 
according to a recent 
government survey. 
Conducted by HEW's National 
Center for Educational Statistics 
(NCES), the study pinpointed 
the average salary for men at 
$15,924 and for women at 
$13,222. 
The NCES based its figures for 
~he survey, which also included 
information on tenure practices 
and faculty sex composition, on 
responses from 90.3% of the 
Public and private colleges
u . 	 ' niversities and junior colleges 
aero~ the country. 
Even though faculty salaries 
rose approximately 10.5% over 
the last two years, the salaries of 
Women relative to men increased 
a. mere 0.3% to leave women still 
si~nificantly behind men in 
direct salary comparisons, the 
survey said . 
f .At the same time, the survey 
:und that only 26. 7% of the 
en~men faculty members 
1;,yed 	 tenure, compared to 
oof the men. 
'rbe study compared the 
number of women rece1vmg 
tenure to the number of men in 
individual states and found there 
were always fewer women 
tenured faculty members. 
QOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQQQ 
Help, /'m a rock! 
though the decided minority, 
even assert that rectification of 
the problem would entail 
separation of men and women 
entirely. 
As a recent signee to a petition 
calling for establishment of a 
Women's Action Coalition 
Center, I definitely feel that a 
slighting of feminine potential 
does o cc u r. How ever, 
discrimination of this type is a 
two-way street. The role which 
society has cast for members of 
my sex is more conducive to 
u leers , successful suicides, 
alcoholism and other drug 
abuses, heart attacks and lung 
cancer, conditions which not 
only frustrate but endanger our 
very lives. 
As a result, male deaths exceed 
female deaths at every age level 
and while medical advances 
continue to prolong the lives of 
women, the life expectancy of 
the American male remains 
stable, thus there is a differential 
of seven years which men lose 
because of their "advantages." 
All this, not to mention the 4 
to 1 ratio of male-female 
delinquents and the stronger 
taboos against deviant male 
sexual and emotional expression 
which we feel every day. I, and I 
think every man who values 
himself, will welcomely embrace 
the time when women will be 
allowed fulfillment of their 
aspirations and to experience the 
joys and disappointments of 
working life. 
In return , we will receive more 
interesting and . interested 
partners who can share living 
experiences and not just drab 
existence. The burdens of 
society will be lifted from our 
shoulders, the aforementioned 
disabilities particular to men will 
no longer be suffered by us 
alone. 
As people , men will then be 
al lowed to choose sexual 
preference and to express 
emotions the human being feels 
. and not to suppress them as they 
have to do as "success" objects. 
In short , men are not the enemy. 
Men and women suffer alike, 
and the cause of this suffering 
finds support from other men 
and women (society). 
curious that we draw dividing 
lines. The very fact that women 
were the first to protest is 
evident of the circumstances. 
How would women have reacted 
to a societal decree that their 
proving their womanhood (their 
worth as people) was dependent 
upon upholding traditional sex 
roles? Much as men have, 
assert. 
To maintain a positive 
self -image would require women 
to support the social roles which 
establish their worth as people. 
Such is the case when being a 
" man" is reliant upon certain 
actions being performed, certain 
emotional states being avoided, 
etc. There is no longer any 
reason to fight one another for 
we have a common cause. 
Therefore, it only makes sense 
that the Women's Action 
Coalition Center should be 
renamed the People's Center and 
allow men to air their grievances. 
Otherwise, women should 
rightfully be accused of their 
own brand of chauvinism . 
In conclusion, both of these 
issues were originally on track. 
When these movements were 
relatively weak , the position was 
that distinctions of black and 
white, male and female are 
irrelevant. However, with 
growing popularity, the 
tendency has been for certain 
ideals to be compromised and 
for the participants to favor 
reverse-discrimination and a "we 
vs them" attitude toward their 
' 'enemies . '' The original 
intentions were admirable, let's 
return to them. 
I urge others to explore 
further the concept of Popular 
Liberal Front, and to explode 
myths • which they are 
particularly sensitive to. Also , I 
welcome any dialogue which any 
interested and rational persons 
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Company 
Company a musical
(Editor's note - News Feminist Consciousness 
shorts, a twice weekly service in Literature 
comedy, will be presented byof the Guardian, is primarily Due to a mixup in printing,
the Wright State Universityfor announcements of Feminist Consciousness in
theatre on March 7, 8, 12, 13,interest to the University Literature was omitted from 
14 and 15 at 8:30 pm and~ommunity. To announce an the spring quarter schedule. 
March 9 at 7: 30 pm in the event with a specific date, The course is scheduled for 
Festival Playhouse of theplace and time, use the Mondays and Wednesdays,
Creative Arts center. campus happening forms 7:30-8:45 pm, room 221 
Tickets for Company areavailable in the Guardian Allyn. It is a three credit 
available at the Universityoffice (046 University undergraduate course and is 
theatre box office, located inCenter) or at the bottom of listed as English 190. The 
the lobby of the Creative Arts the Guardian mail box across class number is 7006. Paula 
center. Box office hours are from Wright Station in the Randall is the instructor. 
12 noon-4 pm,Millett basement. 
Monday-Friday and days of 
performance. For reservations News 
or information , call 
426-35QO. 
Information Center 
An Information Center to Shor~serve and inform students in 
community in and around the 
Fairborn Band International ProgramsMiami Valley area, has been 
formulated through the A community band is now The International Programs 
efforts of Wilberforce being organized in Fairborn office, room 128 in the 
in conjunction with theUniversity students and other Physical Education building, 
cooperating schools. This will bicentennial celebration. has books , catalogs and 
The bicentennial event brochures for public use.be done by means of radio 
officially this Recent toand television. starts April additions the 
Activities must be sent to throughout our country, so it 1ibrary include Guide to 
is not too early to get thethe Wilberforce information Foreign Medical Schools, 
band wagon rolling.center, Wilberf,orce Invest Yourself, a listing of 
For more information call voluntary serviceUniversity , Wilberforce Ohio 
David Nichols, 878-4185 or opportunities and many45384, or call 376-6565 at 












7 CENTS A MILE 
FIRST 50 MILES 
FREE! 
Celebration Series Speech Nigh t 
The Wright State University 
theatre presents the first 
production in its new 
_Celebration series, an evening 
of two student-produced 
works performed in the 
Celebration theatre of the 
Creative Arts Center on 
February 28 and March 1 , at 
8:30 pm. 
The program consists of a 
new one-act play , The 
Bureaucrat, by Alan Yaffe, 
and a collage of dramatic 
pieces on the relationship of 
man anc woman assembled 
by Lin Fima and Bob Bailey. 
Tickets for the Celebration 
series are available at the door 
only on evenings of 
performance. The University 
Theatre box office will open 
at 6: 30 pm on performance 
nights. Seating is limited. 
General admission is $1. 
Bake Sale 
A bake sale sponsored by 
the Society for Advancement 
of Management will be held 
on Wednesday , February 26. 
A table will be set up in 
front of Allyn hall lounge 
from 9 am on. All proceeds 
will be contributed for guest 
speakers. 
Graphics '75 
Graphics '75- Watergate , 
the Unmaking of a President, 
an exhibition of editorial 
cartoons , opened at the 
Dayton Art Institute Friday 
and will remain · on view 
through March 16 in the Print 
gallery. The exhibition, which 
was organized by the 
University of Kentucky , is 
being brought to Dayton by 
the Daylon Daily News . The 
work of Dayton Daily News 
cartoonist , Mike Peters, is 
included in the show. 
On Thursday , March 6, the 
Department of Speech 
Communication will host its 
winter quarter Speech Night 
at 8 pm in 101 Fawcett. All 
members of the University 
community are invited to 
attend this program. 
Speech Night is an activity 
wherein representat ives from 
the various SPC 135 classes 
(Essentials of Puolic 
Speaking) are b rought 
together into competition. 
Two members of each section 
will compete in a preliminary 
round of persuasive speeches 
at 7 pm , with the three 
winners of the preliminary 
competition advancing to the 
final round at 8. 
The winner of the final 
round of competit ion will 
receive a trophy and all final 
round participants will 
receive certificates. 
Student Loan Fund 
The Kittyhawk club, 
Association of Old Crows of 
Dayton, established a student 
loan fund to assist qualified 
students majori ng in 
e 1e ctr i ca 1/ electronic 
engineering , aeronautical / 
aerospace engineer ing, 
mechanical engin eer ing, 
systems / hu m an 
factors /material engineering, 
computer s c ie nc es , 
marketing , manage m ent, 
business administration, and 
liberal arts in the scientific 
discipline. The recipient must 
be a junior or senior in good 
standing, attending Wright 
State on a full .time basis. 
The loan is interest-free and 
is not repaid until after the 
borrow er t e rmina tes his 
full-time studies. 
The l oa n fu nd is 
administered by Financial 







$1 O per donation for 
"It's Alright, Ma, I'm Only Bleeding." 
Plasma twice a week. Or 
whole blood every 8 weeks. 
~~e~;I~ 

701 NORTH BROAD, FAIRBORN 
PHO E 878-3914 
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Caucus slaps proposed new parking plan 

by Libby Keller 
Topics at the Student Caucus 
meeting f'hursday ranged from 
the usual parking and food 
service to a plan for a newspaper 
rack to inform students. 
Caucu s reviewed the new 
"first-come, first-serve" parking 
proposal set forth by Dr Andrew 
Spie gel, Executive 
Vice-President and Provost, and 
found it to be unacceptable. 
According to Robert Harvey, 
Caucus chairer, "A proposal -is a 
real joke when they send it 
down for us to review and there 
are not costs at all with it." 
Harvey was referring to the 
fact that Spiegel had sent them 
the proposal and had cited no 
costs for the new parking plan 
other than costs woufd be 
"reduced significantly." 
Other Caucus members were 
also upset over Spiegel's 
propo sal. Cyndi Brown, 
Education rep said, "I am 
insulted by it in that it is not 
clear-cut and does not offer 
enough information." 
However, Liberal Arts rep 
Chris Cornyn and newly-elected 
Etta Stearns from Graduate 
studies said they were not 
outraged by the lack of figures. 
Stearns added, "I can neither 
support it nor reject it because 
there are no figures." 
Unde r Spiegel's proposal, 
parking fees would be based on 
the amount of credit hours being 
taken by the student and 
whether he is a full-time or 
\)alt-time student. 
R\chard Grewe, Director of 
Security and Parking services, 
told Harvey the new rates would 
be around 30 cents per credit 
hour for the full-time student 




lContinued from page 11 
He adds he is receptive to 
complaints and exchanges. 
"It's always been my policy 
that the customer is always right 
whether he is in actuality or 
not," pro fesses Wrenn. 
Layout of the service area is 
another problem according to 
Wrenn. He doesn 't feel it was 
designed properly and as a 
result, employees must crisscross 
each other to fill orders. 
"Ten people rushing back and 
forth , it creates a problem," said 
Wrenn. 
"A problem we're having now 
is equipment." 
The shake machine "only 
makes vanilla shakes. They make 
a shake machine that makes a 
stra wherry , vanilla and 
chocoloate shakes immediately." 
So, "we get a lot of complaints 
about quality" since flavoring 
must be added to make the 
vanilla shakes into other flavors. 
Wrenn also complains about 
the storage room for carbonated 
drink canisters. 
"If we had cold storage for 
those tanks, we could have a 
better drink. " 
But even with all his problems, 
Wrenn hasn't given up hope. "I'll 
keep trying, because I never stop 
trying." 
fee, saying that it would cost 
much more than that," said 
Harvey. 
"I think the proposal will lose 
the advantages of the present 
system. I suspect deep-down this 
is a ploy to raise rates," Harvey 
continued. 
Beverly Tanamachi, from 
Science and Engineering, said, "I 
think we should reconsider on 
'A' and faculty spaces before we 
make a motion on the 
proposal." 
She was referring to proposals 
of reserved spaces for faculty 
and maintenance of 'A' area 
spaces. 
Harvey agreed with 
Tanamachi, saying, "Even if 
they didn't have faculty spaces, 
they (the faculty) would come 
in early in the morning and nab 
the spots near the buildings." 
"I don't think the no-decal 
system is realistic. I don't think 
they'll be able to get the total 
acceptance from the Wright 
State community," commented 
Cor.nyn. 
Caucus also voted to let the 
food service issue ride for the 
time being, at least until Dr 
Spiegel reviews a report about 
ARA and makes a judgment 
about them March 1. 
Cornyn also mentioned the 
plan for new decorations in 
Wright Station with an attractive 
'town square' decor and is 
hoping they (the decorations) 
will improve students' attitudes 
about Wright Station's 
appearance. 
Another topic Caucus 
discussed was the possibility of 
instructor evaluations for each 
class and student with results 
that would be available to 
students. 
Harvey said the evaluations on 
all classes would be mailed out 
with grades every quarter with 
instructions on how to use the 
sheet. 
According to Harvey, the 
results would be published, but 
he w·as worried about being able 
to keep the project in 
continuation. 
"I, as a student, don't like the 
idea of filling out six 
questionnaires each quarter," 
said Brown. 
Tanamachi broached the idea 
of having a social action project 
in conjunction with a speech 
131 class. She asked Caucus for 
$100 to fund a newspaper rack 
that would contain university 
newspapers from all over the 
country. The $100 would go for 
the subscription fees for a year. 
"There is a similar program in 
Indiana and it is working well. 
Something like that would go 
over well at Wright State," said 
Joanne Risacher, assistant Dean 
of Students, who also attended 
the meeting. 
Cornyn said he thought it 
would be a valuable and 
informative project for the 
students. However, Harvey, was 
skeptical, saying he thought it 
was not worthwhile. 
We (Caucus) haven't done 
anything worthwhile for the 
WS U community anyhow. 
think this would be a really good 
thing," replied Cornyn. 
Tanamachi's proposal was 
accepted. 
Another topic Caucus tossed 
around was the idea of having 
open Caucus meetings for 
students to get to know their 
representatives and how Caucus 
works. 
An open meeting is scheduled 
for Thursday, February 27, at 
2: 00 in the student lounge' of 
University Center. Topics of 
major interest to students will be 
discussed. 
Mid-West Presentations 
and ••university • center 
boardKoboco Enterprises and UCB . 
presents 
REC SPEEDWAGON 
SPECIAL GUEST STARS from England 
MAN 
Sunday March 9, 1975 
Wright State Univ. Gy·mnasium 
8:00 pm 
Tickets $3.50 wsu Students (must show valid ID) 
4.50 General Public -Advance 
5.00 Day of Show 
TICKETS ON SALE AT: 
wsu CAMPUS - THE UNIVERSITY CENTER CANDY CENTER 
FOREST RECORDS; BorH GOLDENRODS: SEARS DOWNTOWN; 
KoBoco ENT. OFF 1CE ·IN NEW CARLISLE~ CHESHIRE CAT 
RECORDS ON BROWN Sr. 
i 
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High Priest into Satanism ·mainly for the money 

(Editor's note: This is the first · primarily for the money, the 
part of a two part story dealing Church has established a center 
with Satanism. for serious Satanists. LaVey 
by Bob Zeid claims there are about 9,000 
Anton Szandor LaVey, a High members throughout 14 
Priest of the First Church of countries who pay the $18 
Satan, lives in modest wealth at annu~l membership fee. 
his San Francisco abode. His The Church has performed 
home is done in a comfortable most every type of religious 
"dungeon" style with black service, all with a Black Arts 
candles lighting the halls. A approach. 
-.-----..;·__ 
thick shag rug lines the walls and 
the bathroom has black toilet 
paper as the piece de resistance. 
The Church enjoys tax free 
profits, same as any other 
organized church . Although 
LaVey has said on several talk 
shows that he's into Satanism 
"Satanism is not a religion that 
could thrive in itself," said Dr 
Willis Stoesz, associate professor 
of Religion at Wright State. "It 
seems to be a matter of what 
they hold as good , specifically 
non-Catholic. Religion brings 
people together, abling them to 
cope. Satanism doesn't appear to 
be this so much as it is a 
rejection of values and people 
who have managed to cope 
through these other re!igions." 
Although Satan had its earliest 
origins in Hebrew philosophy 
and the biblical Book of Job, it 
did not make a public 
appearance until after the 
oppression of the Middle Ages 
(Hell Fire Club of England, circa 
1850). 
"It did start out as a 
blasphemy because the Church 
was oppressing them (peasants). 
They made them live in dirt 
because they said it was a sin to 
live clean," said Wylson Jones, a 
former Satanist. "He (Satan) 
represented all the natural things 
to people." 
"The easiest way for the 
Church to wipe out these 
religions was to call their pagan 
gods "devils." But most pagan 
practices hung onto sex and sex 
was not easily eliminated from 
the ritual," Jones said. 
It is pr 0 b ably this 
continuation of sex integrated in 
the ritual that accounts for the 
viability of witchcraft and 
Satanism when other occult 
superstitions have died. 
The Church, durillg the Middle 
Ag es, essentially put out 
"contracts" to local merc€naries 
and powerful feudal lords to 
stamp out heresy. There was 
indiscriminate looting, pillaging 
and confiscation of land. "But 
the irony of it all is when 
churches were built on pagan 
religion sites. Like when they 
opened the tomb of St Peter, 
they didn't find his body, but a 
mask of Dioneses, the god of 
revelry, wine," Jones said. 
Jones said he got out of 
Satanism when it became such 
an ego trip. 
The philosophy of satanism 
borders on egocentrism in the 
sense that all the satanist does is 
on his 	 behalf or to further 
himself. People who disturb him 
in the 	pursuance of these goals 
are to be eliminated by anyG 	 d dra stu ent commu n 1ty 
celebrates anniversary 
by Ramonia Knox 
The Graduate student 
community, in celebration of its 
first anniversary, sponsored a 
beer party February 14 in the 
University Center. A brief 
general meeting was held prior 
to the party. 
The graduate student 
community (GSC) was founded 
in January, 1974, as an 
organization of graduate 
assistants, with the purpose of 
providing an intellectual and 
social forum, acting as a liason 






Nowconsider the lasthalf. 

It's a betterdeal! 

EARN AN OFFICER'S 
COMMISSION WHILE 
YOU EARN YOUR 
DEGREE. 
TAKE 	 only 2 years of ROTC during your 
last 2 years of college. 
EARN 	 an extra $100 a month, up to 10 
months a year, plus your VA edu­
cation benefits. 
CHOOSE 	 an option when you graduate--­
serve on active duty or go into 
a Reserve component. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call Cpt. Cassell 
at (513) 229-3326 or write the Professor 
of Military Science, Dept. of Military 
Science, US Army ROTC Instructor Group, 
University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45469 
ARMY ROTC 




"The black magic is used for thonest gratification of the ego 
greed, pride, lust, anger, any of 
the seven deadly sins (of the 
Christian Church). The fact is we yo 
all have the will power in some mi 
form, if we only had the guts to ca• 
admit 	 it. We would all like the dri 
opportunity to practice black 
magic," La Vey said. CO 
"Satanism is the worship of an 
life," LaVey said, "not a 
hypocritical life, whitewashed 
version of life, but life as it 
really is, concerned with the 
fullest gratification of the ego on 
this plane of existence." 
• 
In the fall of '7 4, the GSC was 
expanded to include all graduate 
students with a volunteer 
representative from each 
department serving on the 
Steering committee. 
The current department 

representatives include Larry 

1 Brun, Chemistry; Jane Bennett, 
Biology; George Cserbak, 
Computer Science; and Shirley 
Beck, Student Personnel Services 
and Personnel Counseling; and 
Murray Smith , Accountancy. 
Bennett , chairer of GSC, sa id, 
"The meeting was called to let . 
people know who we are and 
what we are doing. Grads should 
feel free to bring their problems, 
suggestions, or ideas to us. We 
may be able to help them or 
send them to someone whb 
can." 
"The Steering committee was 
pleased with the meeting. We 
accomplished 'Yhat we set out 
to . The crowd attending was 
extremely vocal," continued 0 
Bennett. a 
Whether or not there is a C 
possibility that grad assistants P 
can declare part of their income a 
tax exempt and what GSC has 
done for grads concerning 
parking stickers were topics of 
discussion at the meeting. 
GSC is developing a method • 
for evaluating graduate courses. 1 
Results will be printed and sold ! 
at a nominal fee (cost of 
printing). 
0 ne suggestion was a grad 
student's survival book, which 
would include all the rules and 
regulations not printed in the 
grad catalog, working with the 
administration, and graduating 
without a hassle. 
Committees were formed to 
handle the various projects. 
Openings are still available to 
interested grads. 
"If your department is not 
listed, you can volunteer to be a 
representative for yo ur 
department on the Steering 
committee," Bennett said. 
Another meeting will be held 
spring quarter. If interested , call 
Jane Bennett at extension 531. 
Sneaky cow stuff 
MUEHLDORF, GermanY 
(UPI)-Police said a scrap metal 
dealer sneaked into pastures at 
night, stole calves and sold theII1 
to a dealer who, in turn, sold 
them back to nearby farmers. 
1 
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Energy conservation show r-------·----------------,
I Is·
begins today in Millett I 
•I 
by Gail Snyder 
Will a micro-wave oven save 
you money? How much gas 
neage does your car get, and 
:n you get more mileage just by 
driving differently? 
These and many other energy 
conservation questions can be 
answered by various exhibitors 
in the lobby of Millett hall this 
week du ring the energy 
conservation display sponsored 
by Dr Gene Eakins' Speech 131 
class. 
Eakins' class is sponsoring an 
Energy Conservation Week at 
Wright State today through 
Friday from 10 am-2 pm, 
according to George Moore, one 
of Eakins~ students who is 
coordinating the project. 
Mary Jo Blackburn, Mike 
Lucking, George Mercuri , Bruce 
Smith, Jim Westerfield and 
Spring White are the other 
·students involved in the event. 
· "The primary idea of the 
whole show is not to preach the 
mo r a'l aspects of energy 
conservation, but to show 
students bow to reduce energy 
conservation to a matter of 
dollars and cents," explained 
Moore. "This will extend not 
only to the type of automobile, 
but how you drive it ," he added, 
it . Moore said he has "firm 
d commitments" from automobile 
d dealers in the area who carry the 
s, "top 25 cars on the EPA's 
e m\leav,e sheet. These cars are the 
)! first 25 which have, according to 
tb the government's Environmental 
Protection agency, the best gas 
as mileage," said Moo"re . "The 
le dealers are going to bring the 
ut cars to WSU." 
as Many area businesses, such as 
ed Ohio Bell, Montgomery Ward, 
and Butler Heating and Air 
a Conditioning, to circulate 
its pamphlets,,. exhibit their goods, 
ne and answer questions. 
1as "These businesses will give tips 
ng to help the consumer ," stated 
·------ ­
of Moore. , 
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7-10, there will be an open your average insulation which is 
house at which the exhibitors about six inches thick," said 
will describe their displays. Moore. "You can put your hand 
"This will give those people on one side of this insulation 
who didn't have time during the with a lit butane torch on the 
first half of the week to view all other side, and not even feel the 
the exhibits a chance to heat. I have been especially 
complete their tour of the impressed with him," Moore 
displays," Moore noted. added. 
Two guest speakers, Dr Fred According to Moore, Parker is 
Rolsten and James Parker, will a Daytonian who has developed 
also appear at Wednesday's open his own "solar water heater." 
house. They will give brief Moore said he and the other 
lectures in 109 Oelman. members of the group have 
Rolsten, chairer of WSU's invested "a· considerable amount 
Engineering department, "has of research at the library." He 
developed a new type of hopes the project will be 
insulation which is one and a successful. 
half inches thick as compared to 
White and tulips highlight 
by Bob Zeid 
A resignation by former acting 
WS U president Fred White and 
6,000 tulip bulbs highlighted 
Thursday's Board of Trustees 
meeting. White , senior vice 
president, is resigning after eight 
years as secretary /treasurer to 
the board. Jerry Hubschman, 
associate provost , was approved 
to- the board to fill the vacancy. 
The 6,000 tulip bulbs were a 
gift by Spring Hill nursuries 
valued at $1,160. Other gifts 
donated approximately $24,000 
worth of camera equipment and 
television monitors. Some gifts 
were not valued, like 23 
paintings for the Art Gallery, 
donated by the Bocour Artist 
Colors, Inc. 
Dean Robert Beljan gave a 
status report on the progress of 
the medical school. He said the 
faculty appointments were now 
about 33 'on board' but there 
were still positions to fill, such 
as surgery and psychiatry. Beljan 
said the medical school would 
begin processing applications 
this summer for the first -class 
(1976). 
President Robert Kegerreis 
said the construction of the 
buildings was going well. He said 
~ 

the first biological sciences 
building should be completed by 
April 1 and the second building 
finished sometime in 
midsummer. The third building 
is still in the design phase. 
Edward 0 Pollock, Director of 
Student services, reported 
enrollment was up by 1186 
students . over last year's winter 
quarter. Credit ho~rs were up 
11.2%. 
The Board approved the TV 
consortium with Central State 
University and Miami University 
that will operate and develop 
channels 14 and 16. The 
consortium provides for a 
non-profit corporation to 
operate and maintain WOET-TV 
(channel 16) and WMUB-TV 
(channel 14) as educational 
stations. 
Research contracts and grants 
for projects totaling $130,000 
were approved. The largest study 
is being conducted by Dr 
Malcolm Ritchie on Perceptual 
Research for Computer 
Generated Displays that will cost 
$80,000. 
The Board then approved _32 
promotions and 22 
appointments of tenure. 
q,'lf,') . pe°flc. 
c... THE LIONS DEN 

'l)~'i.,'-J 1227 Wil~ington Avenue 

-<>) • -!t·~_.....~ 0'ani'n~fr>os1c ~, ~ 

stop in this week 

fraternity and sorority parties welcome 
...... .. ......~ . · ......·.· ... 
BUY ONE WHOPPER® 
GET ONE FREE 
~1anY Our famous broiled beef burger andaetal BURGER 
KING:!S at all the trimmings ...._.,,.!) 
;heIll Offer expires April 1st 
sold 1072 Kauffman Ave., Fairborn, Ohio 
s. 4250 Linden Ave., Dayton, Ohio 
Placement 1gn-ups 
! 
Sign-ups for interviews will be run on a weekly basis 111 
the Placement Office, 152 Allyn. They will start on t ht' 
Monday of the week preceding the week of the intervie w, 
unless otherwise indicated. Office hours will be 8: 30 am to 
6 pm on the first sign-up day, and 8: 30 am to 5 Pl!l on t he 
other days. For more information call .Placement, extension 
267. 
Monday, March 3: SCM Corporation, Midwest, Northeas.; 
Marketing/Sales, Marketing, Accounting, Comput r 
Science/ Financial Mgmt, Personnel Trainee, Chemictd 
Engineer, Chemists R&D/Production, Industrial EngineC'r, 
Electrical Engineer; Chemistry, Engineering, Market inb, 
Accounting, Computer Science, MBA, Finance: 
Metropolitan Life Insurance, Dayton; Sales Representath '" . 
Management Trainee; Any degree: US Marines, USA; (will 
have information table in University Center). 
Tuesday, March 4: Technology, Inc, Dayton; Appli ed 
Research, Development, Design, Computer Programmer; 
Systems Engineering, Engineering Physics, Math (if have 
Comp Sci minor), Computer Science: Karolton Envelope, 
Des Plaines, Ill or West Carrollton, Ohio; Field Sales 





Wednesday, March 5: Cincinnati Insurance, Southeast & 

Midwest; Claims Representative; Any degree: US Marines, 

USA, see above. 

Thursday, March 6: Clermont County Schools; Cinci~nati 

area; all teaching areas; Certification in appropriate area. 

Friday, March 7: Dayton Bd of Ed, Dayton ; Elementary 

and Secondary teachers (no Phys Ed or Social Studies) ; 

.Certification in appropriate area: Garfield Heights City 

Schools; any teaching position; certification required. 

--------
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Falknor's defense practice pays 	off for Raiders 

by Dave Stickel WSU . "During the summer most to shooting a fine 80% at the at the line. I believe shooting is WSU will travel to Covingto
When you look at an ball players work on offense but foul line. just a mental thing. You have to Kentucky to play Thomas Mo~'
opponent's scouting report on I have concentrated on defense," "I started the season off well possess confidence and when on.Tuesday night at 8 pm. Th:
Wright State University, the said Falknor. at the foul line and I j'.lst hated you miss a shot or get one Raiders hold a 3-2 series edge as
name of Lyle Falknor After averaging just 10.9 to see my percentage slip. So blocked, you just have to hang a result of last year's so.68immediately hits the observer points his sophomore season now I seem to concentrate more in there and come back." triumph. ·
square in the eye. which was poor for Falknor in
" I don 't think in all of the comparison to his freshperson
years I have been coaching that I performance, the critics were Ads 	 ­
have ever had a better out in force riding the Raider (Editor's note: Classified ad HUBER N 2 bdrm apt, BLIND PROFESSOR needs 
pe~centage outside shoot er than long range shooter. forms and Camp us Happening washer, dryer, refrigerator, volunteer readers; recent I
Lyle," said Raider coach John " I just became a marked man sheets can be fou nd under the stove and disposal. Water and american fiction, near I
Ross. after my first year and besides bullseye box across from Wright garbage paid! Rent $100.00 Lyndon and Smithville.
Falknor came to WSU from last year's team consisted of six Station and in the Guardian d eposit. Call Bill Ochs 252-0102. 2-13-3 I
New Madison high where he players scoring in double figures' o f fice at 046 in the lower level 236-5241 2-20-6 -------~lett ered in basketball , baseball , which doesn't seem to be of the University center. HOUSE MATE wanted. $50 RIDES 
track and cross country ·showing realized by most people," said month + utilities. Off Wayne NEED RIDE from WSU after._. _______i--------	 ------- ..his athletic abilities. Falknor. FOR SALE Ave, Dayton by Rte 35 exit. 5 MWF, after 4: 30 TTh, to 5
"I was mainly an offe nsive This season has been a Call 25 2-1994 anytime. blocks from Hanes & DaytonFOR SALE: 1972 Ford Vanthreat in high school with t he 	 spectacular year for the forward. 2-17-tfn Xenia. Call Barbara 426-44076-cylinder st:indardpatterns set up for my shoot ing 	 He started fast with 38 points H 0 USE TO rent-4-6 after 6 pm. 2-13-4transmission, air conditioningability," Falknor continued, "I 	 against Cincinnati and tailed off student s-i mm e di ate,and radio, good mileage. Callnever had to play much defense 	 ----..a little. Now he is back on the 	 summer, or fall MISCELLANEOU~ ··ext 1464 or 663-4885. 2-17-2so when I came to WSU it was beam scoring 31 markers against terms-individuals or groups. ----------...
hard to adjust to multiple Bellarmine and notch ing 20 1972 VOLKSWAGON deluxe 435-0784 after 6. 1-30-8 CHEMISTRY MAJORS-
zones.'' points in last Wednesday night's sedan (Baja Option Pack), APARTMENT FOR rent. 2 
P re-Med s. Financ ial 
Scoring was indeed Falknor's 80-78 victory over Northern 23,000 miles 28-32 mgp bedroom, 2 bathroom, all 
assistance, $4,000 plus all 
forte as he averaged 30 points a Kentucky. $1,700-priced to sell!!! appliances except washer & 
tuition as Graduate Associate, 
game in his senior year earning Falknor was within 29 points Contact Stu art Hansen is available for study towarddryer. Carpeting. Kettering
Journal Herald all-star honors. going into the weekend contest 879-0959 2-17-5 area: Phone 434-9696 after 6 
MS and PhD degrees in all 
Upon arriving at WSU, coach with Central State (results not FOR SALE: 1970 VW Bug, pm. 2-24-tfn 
areas of chemistry . Write l
Ross placed the 6 foot 5 forward available at press time) of Graduate Chairman, Dept of Iautomatic transmission,into the starting lineup in his 	 scoring 1,000 career points. Chemistry , Ohio University, IAM-FM, good condition, 	 ---HELP-----WANTEDfreshperson year. 	 Only Tim Walker and Bill Fogt Athens , Ohio 45701. 1reasonable. 890-3962. 2-13-4The junior responded to the are ih the elite circle among DRIVING INSTRUCTORS, Additional information and
opportunity by becoming the WSU former performers. FOR SALE: 1958 Yamaha part-time. Must have personal interviews are 1 
squads top scorer with a 15.7 "My pre-season goal was to ::~50. Excellent condition. minimum five years driving available 7-10 pm, February 
average. As a result the Raiders average close to 15 points a Comes with 2 helmets and experience, valid operator's 27-Holida y Inn . 
had their first winning slate of game," said Falknor. After 22 E'~xtras. $425 .00 Phone license, neat appearance. Call South-Dayton. 2-24-1 
1 
17-5 and the name WSU began games the standout is on target 859-7884. 2-13-6 222-2861. 2-24-4 MUSIC LESSONS: flute, ll
to spread around the basketball with a 16.7 average in addition 	 3 INCH screen television, piccolo & sc:.xophone. Ihouse car batteries $100.circles. (PPS)-Thanks to a massive 	 VOLUNTEERS ARE needed! Professional studio musician IFalknor's lack of defense was 	 Calculator-square roots,letter campaign last December, 	 To help a brain injured child: with recording experience.
evident and his rebounding was 	 reciprocals, ~emory, etc $30. his name is Richard Conley'producer Gene Roddenberry has 	 Will accept beginner orSee Dave in 339 Fawcett.poor. "I don't think he realizes announced that Paramount and he's only two years old. advanced. (Can teach theory). I
his potential as a rebounder and Studios has agreed to produce a 
2-6-6 He has miriimal brain damage. 228-1345 2-13-5 II
defensive player," said Ross. feature-length "Star Trek" film 74 CB 360 Honda. Mint The volunteers would help
"His biggest prpblem on for commercial distribution in condition. Many extras. $950 him do exercises and 
AUTO REPAIR: A-1 VW
service. 5950 N Dixie. Engine 
1rebounding at times is a lack of 1976. 433-897 3. 2-20-6 patterning at the Training

aggressiveness." rebuilding-$200, va lve
Roddenberry also announced 66 DODGE, ps, pb, air, new Center for Developmentally
Today the sharpshooter's 	 Handicapped Children, 3201 
grinding-$110.95, brake orthat there are negotiations tires. and brakes. Best offer.
defense has 	 muffler-$39.95, tune-upimprov~d 100 underway to 	 produce several Call after 8:30 pm 254-3936. Marshall Road, Dayton. Ifpercent since his first 	,year at $20.95. 10% discount to"Star Trek" specials for TV. 2-20-6 	 you wish to help or have any anyone having a WSU IDquestions . please callMINI-HOOVER WASHER
I 	
878-5702. 2-3-8Elizabeth Conley at 254-7187and Dryer, $200.00 or best THE SHED, eveTY Ianytim...- ex~ept fromoffer. Excellent 	 Wednesday, 5 cent hotdogs 112:30-3:00- tliat ·s the 	 timecond itio n-37 2-4519 	 after roasted over the fireplace.Richard goes to the Training5:00. Good for apartments. 2-13-8 	 tCenter. PLEASE HELP!2-24-6 
TYPU~G DONE for facultyMARANTZ 2230 receiver, and skd<mts. You write it. IIll 	 excellent condition. 30 watts HELP TO ASSIST
per channel rms. New-$400, handicapped student. Need 
I'll t~~e it. Papers, theses, ~t~. I
Qualified. Call l\!<>nc,· f.',. .c. ~ •·sell for $300 or best offer Pat 	 someone to write what IFirst Printing! 	 277-2319. teoq . ITehan 322-8277 '. 2-24-2 	 dictate and to drive on
weekends. Have extra room if PHOTOGRAPHE R:
ROOMS · person wants to live in. 20 SPECIALITIES-weddings."Get That Job-NOW!'~ ~-------HOUsEFOR ;ie~D-;;:, minutes from WSU. For r.iore information, call I
Not $900 down-$131 a month. 233-6231. Prefer female but 256-1593. Steve Kenney.just another "how-to" manual 	 on job hunting! 
435-0784 after 6. 1-30-8Authored by the former top executive in a 
will e:.ccept male or female. teoa 
nationally-recognized employment agency, "Get That x ,.M x
Jo1J-_NOW" tells you how to get past the "not hiring" signs, For information, contact .Lynn in the Financial Aid Office, ext 491.
avoid personnel dept beauracracy and costly agency fees! Work-Study Positions 

Loads of ideas, yet practical, t.oo ! If you are currently 
Student Assistant $1.90/hr Typing experience necessary 

seeking work, you can't afford not to read "Get That 
General Food Service $2.15/hr 

Job-NOW!" 
Office Helper $1.90/hr Clerical duties, no typing

Scientific Lit Research $2.15/hr 
 Have knowledge of library,

For your copy, send $4.95 today to: Personnel some typing, scientific

Publications, 721 Grant-Deneau Tower, Dayton, Ohio literature research experience.

Typist
45402 Ohio residents add 41/2% sales tax . $2.1 5/hr 	 Ty ping, at least 40 wpm, 10-15

hrs per week
name____________________ Office Clerk $1.70/hr Filing, general office duties,
address__________city_______ must be responsible.

Regular Positions




Work-Study or Regular Position 

A -1 VW Service, 5950 North Dixie Drive. Engine Rebuilding Executive Assistant $2.15/hr Knowledge of the University, 

$200. Valve Grinding $110.95. Tuneup $20.95. Above in­ ability to work with minimum

supervision. Prefer at least a
cludes parts and labor. WSU ID 10% off. We service other 
Junior or student with knowledgemakes and models. 898-5702 
of university fu nctions.
Proctor $1.90/hr Must be Senior or Graduate student 
--------------------------
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Calculating thief strikes financial aid • 	 I 
by Samuel Latham morning," added Sims. possible he had it (the I Sport Short 	 :A calculator valued at $ 316 The large calculator, calculator) under his coat," said I 	 I was stolen fro m the Financial approximately 10"x12"x4", was Sims. Wright State University's with Dennis Cleary to help
Aid office, Friday. taken from the area of Cohan's SAN BERNARDINO, Calif wrestling team guaranteed itself enhance the Raider margin.
"When I was out to lunch, desk. (UPI)-The owner of a car wash of their first winning season by Mark Gerhard won by forfeit 
someone ripped off my One of the secretaries thinks sued the entire student body of stomping the University of while Chuck Wray switched to 
calculato r," exclaimed Joel she saw a young man, Fontana High School for $6 Cincinnati 30-17 on the the 177 pound bracket and won 
Cohan, Director of Financial approximately 5'10" and million Wednesday for washing Bearcat's home mat Wednesday a 7-3 decision to up his record to 
Aid. 	 roughly 17 5 lbs, wearing dark cars to raise money for charity. evening. 	 16-11-1. WSU now 12-9 on the
WSU's Department of Security· glasses and a beige hat, in the R£no Bastianeiii, in a Superior Rob Taylor got the Raiders off season, is waiting to see whom 
has placed the time of the theft vicinity of Cohan's office. Court suit, charged the students fast with a 9-1 decision victory. on the team qualified for the 
"between 12: 15 and 1 pm," said According to Sims, Security with unfair competition, saying Taylor is now 21-3-1 for the NCAA Division II 
Sergeant Carl Sims, of Security. thinks they may know the his car wash business had season. Eugene Wright knotted a championships to be held in East 
"Apparently he (Cohan) had identity of the suspect. dropped 40 percent since they pin in the 126 pound class along Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania. 





~ow Sl'.25.00 buys: 
More power than our HP-35. 32 rre-pro­
gram111ecl functions ~rncl operations \ 'S. '2'2 for 
our I IP-35. The I IP-'.21 performs all log and 
tr-ig functions, the latter in rziclians or degrees. 
It 's our only calculator short of the I-IP---l-5 that 
lets yo u: 
• 	 convert pobr to rectangular coordinates, and 
back again (->P,->R); 
• 	clo full register arithmetic (M +, M-, M X, 
M-;.-); 
calcubte a common antilog (10X) with a 
single keystroke. 
The I-IP-21 also performs all basic data 
manipulations (1 /x, yx, \f""x, ") and executes 
all pre-programmed functions in one second or 
less. In sum, it's designed to solve tomorrow's 
problems as well as today's. 
Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 9 ounces for our 
l-IP-35 . 
Full display formatting. The display key (DSP) 
lets you choose between fixed decimal and 
scientific notation and lets you control the nurn­
ber of places displayed. (The HP-21 always 
uses all 10 digits internally.) 
If a number is too large or small for fixed 
decimal display, the HP-21 switches automati­
cally to scienti fic . It never confuses a smal ler 
number with zero. 
Finally, if you give the HP-21 an impossible 
instruction, the Display spells E-r-r-o-r. 
RPN logic system. Here's what this unique 
logic system means for you: 
• 	 You can evaluate any expression without 
copying parentheses, worrying about hierar­
chies or re-structuring beforehand. 
• You 	 can solve all problems your way-the 
way you now use when you use a slide rule. 
• 	 You solve all problems-no matter how com­
plex-one ste-p at a time. You never work 
with more than two numbers at once. 
• 	 You see all intermediate answers immediately. 
The HP-21 executes each function immedi­
ately after you press the function key. 
• You can easily backtrack when you err. The 
HP-'.21 performs all operations sequentially. 
• 	 You can re-use numbers without re-enterin :-; 
them. The HP-21 becomes your scratch pad. 
H-P quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel 
Prize winners, astronauts, conquerors of Ever­
est, America's Cup navigators and over 500,000 
other professionals own H-P calcylators. 
Your bookstore will give you a demonstra­
tion today. Challenge our new HP-21 with 
your problems. See for yourself how much per­
formance S125 .00* can buy. If your bookstore 
doesn't have the HP-21 yet, call us at 800­
538-7922 ( in Calif. 800-662-986'2) for the 
name of a dealer who does. 
HEWLETT@& PACKARD 
S;:i Jc<; ;:ind sc n !ice from 1/~ office<; in 65 c0untrie.;. 
Oert. 6'1f;, l <);i l 0 Pruneridgc ,\\-enue , Curertino, C,\ 9501-1 
111''11•1 
"Srn.:~c-.tcd retail rri..:c cxclu,lin~ arrlicahlc .;tate and local taxc.; ­
Cnntincntal U .S .,\ ., ,\\;:i.;b & ~ la,,·aii. 
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Eat co r.n st~t~e~~we} ~ ~!~~yddon?!u~~~y ~'iOcTt{~~/

by Arnold Werner, MD geographic aspects. There is non-nutritious, but cleaner, ~. \~~I, BAI ,.. ///
Address letters to Dr Arnold enough iron, copper, zinc and cornstarch. 

Werner, Box 974, East Lansing, calcium, among other things, in [Qj What is the latest word on ,

MI 48823 the clays to provide a significant cholesterol? I have heard so -·~i ~ 
supplement to daily intake. many pros and cons (even ~ '/
{Qj I am very fond of plants. These clays contain amounts rumors of conspiracy) I really r~ ,.
Lately I have developed a that are comparable to the don't know what to believe. t 
compulsive craving for clay, amount of minerals given to Specifically, what are some of ~­
eating bits of dirt every time I pregnant women. The practice is the possible consequences of .~ 
water my plants. Now I do it a very old one and was carried to massive dosages of peanut butter 
daily. I remember that I did it the Americas as well. But here, over a period of years? I enjoy a 
between ages 9 and 11 but since an interesting development balanced diet, but between 
then I haven't. Could I lack occurred. Clay eating fell off, meals I eat countless peanut 
some vitamins? I'm apprehensive but the eating of cornstarch butter sandwiches to appease my
about getting some germs or took its place. The explanation voracious hunger. I have no 
parasites along with my clay of cornstarch eating is harder to weight problem at all. How 
since it may come from organic come by since cornstarch does c o n c e r n e d s h o u L d 
gardens; still I feel I cannot help not have any of the nutritional hypermetabolic peanut butter 
it. I only take two or three bits a benefits of the clay; it just seems aficianados such as myself be 
day . (This question came from a that ingesting powdery stuff about our habit? 

woman.) became a significant habit. [A] It has been years since of cardiovascular disease, the problem is that they are taken in 

[A] Recalling that unusual The obviously interesting I've had a question that sticks to egg, dairy and meat lobby excess amounts. Moderation in 
cravings are usually associated question is whether or not you the roof of my mouth. The convulses and produces a variety diet strikes me as being quite 
with nutritional deficiencies, are suffering from anemia or a matter of dietary cholesterol and sensible.of statements to contradict this 
your question produced a mineral deficiency. If you are, cardiovascular disease is a possibility. However, there Peanut butter is not a problem 
different type of craving in me perhaps your phylogenetic heavily debated one. There is no seems to be little question that and if one buys the type of 
and set me loose on a number of unconscious has been stimulated question that people with high dietary and other changes that peanut butter that is made only 
my colleagues and friends to seek a home remedy for the serum cholesterol levels and high have occurred over the last half a from peanuts, there is nothing in 
seeking an answer. A geographer problem. The most likely levels of other types of fatty it that is harmful and there is acentury. or more have
friend , who has always amazed deficiency would be iron substances in their blood are corresponded with a marked lot in it that is good. The peanut 
me with the scope of his studies, deficiency. People who are iron more vulnerable to heart attacks butter made only from peanuts increase in cardiovascular 
more than satisfied my appetite. deficient also engage in ice and other types of vascular disease. Quite likely, large tends to separate in the jar and 
Geographia, or earth eating, is eating (pagophagia). A visit to disease. A major dietary source segments of our population are has to be stirred up before use. 
a common practice in many your docto~ would answer the of substances which . increase especially vulnerable to develop The other types are kept from 
African countries where women question of possible anemia. cholesterol levels are fatty cardiovascular disease at an separating by being partially
who are pregnant or breast While the likelihood of getting meats, eggs and most dairy aggravated rate because of the solidified and in the process,
feeding consume certain types of an illness from eating soil from products (skim milk and skim diets we currently consume and have increased amounts of fatty
clays. The practice is so your plants is not very high, milk cheeses excluded, of genetic factors. There is nothing substances that one should 
widespread that the clays are there still may be a variety of course). basically wrong with the food avoid. Since you eat so much 
even packaged and sold as unknown contaminants and even Every time a suggestion is substances which have high peanut butter, I would suggest
pharmaceuticals. He studied the a remote chance of parasites. If made that our dietary habits are amounts of the dangerous types the "nothing added" type. 





Freef oodBarb-8-0ue ·Sandwich 
Popcorn 
50¢ 3 pm-6 pm 
. . , 'I 
week of 




Wednesday - University Center Cafeteria 
Fish Fry-"All you can Eat" 
deep fried fish 






the following items will be available in the Center Cafeteria 
(short order line) M onday thru Friday 5 pm to 6 :15 pm 
London Broi l Raider Burger Butterfly Shrimp 
French Fries Salad French Fries Salad French Fries Salad 
$1.95 $1.75 $2.10 
